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Charlo’s People: The Flathead Tribe
USES o r  WILD PLANTS,

AS TOLD BY VICTOR'S CHILDREN

The main wild Plants that were used by the Old People 
were Roots and Berries. Fortunately, these two groups ripen 
at different times of the year, so that the People had time to 
gather and prepare each kind for storage.

Most of the wild Roots were dug up in May and June - 
before the Plants had matured. At that time the Roots were 
still fairly soft and juicy. The most important roots were 
Camas and Bitterroots. Large quantities of both were dried.

Usually the first Roots of the season that are dug are the 
“Indian Potatoes” (Claytonia lanceolata, in Latin). These 
Plants begin to bloom about the middle of April, at which 
time the roots are ready to eat. They are washed and boiled 
without being peeled.

Bitterroots (Lewisia rediviva) are dug as soon as the flower 
buds are visible above the ground. This is usually around 
mid-May. As soon as the Plant is dug up the top is twisted off 
and discarded. The root is put into a container. At the end of 
the day’s digging the roots are peeled and then washed.
Most of the supply is then spread out on a clean piece of 
canvas or hide to dry in Sunlight. Once dry, the roots can be 
stored for long period inside of bags.

Dried Bitterroots are usually boiled in water with lots of 
sugar and often with Sarvis Berries or Huckleberries added.
Fresh roots are usually steamed in a kettle that is partially
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counties in the same manner as the current personal 
property tax on vehicles.

Greely said it is well established that the state may not 
impose its current property tax on vehicles owned by 
Indians living on a reservation.

Courts have held that the state can, nonetheless, require 
such Indians to pay a non-discriminatory fee for registration 
and issuance of state license plates or a fee based on the 
actual amount of off-reservation use of a reservation 
Indian’s vehicle, he said.

Greely said that the registration fee is now in effect, 
therefore, is legally applied to reservation Indians, but the 
new fee is not related to on or off-reservation use.
The key factor, he suggested, is the fact that the new fee is 

“akin to a property tax” and therefore is subject to the same 
restrictions as property taxes.

He said Indians who live outside a reservation or who are 
not members of the tribe which occupies the reservation 
where they live are subject to the new fee.
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F E E  S C H E D U L E  F O R  1982

Age of Vehicle W eight of Vehicle_

2850 pounds More than 
or Less 2850 pounds

0 through 4 y e ars ............... ....................... $70.00 $90.00
5 through 7 y e ars ............... ....................... $40.00 $50.00
8 years or o ld e r................... ....................... $10.00 $15.00

by Adolf Hungry Wolf

filled with water. A framework of sticks is placed in the 
bottom of the kettle to keep the roots out of the water.

In the Old Days no one went out to dig Bitterroots until the 
Bitterroot Ceremony had been held. This Ceremony lasted 
about two days and began when two or three chosen 
women went out and dug a quantity of the roots while 
praying for a successful crop. The roots were then prepared 
for eating and a small portion of the food was given to each 
family in the tribe. Everyone held a piece of root and prayed 
for the success of their harvest:

“Oh Sun__ Oh Earth___We are just about to eat these first
Bitterroots. We pray that we will not have any misfortune 
while we dig this root and eat it. We pray that this root will 
nourish our bodies and keep us healthy, by your Power.” 
Another important root that was gathered by the Old 

People in the Spring was Cous, or the Desert Parsley 
(Lomatium cous). It was dug up right after the flowers 
finished blooming. The peeled roots were eaten raw or 
boiled, or they were dried and then made into small round 
cakes. This root was so much larger and more common in
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Convenient drive-up window 
Prompt and Caring Service
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restaurant
has been { OPEN 

serving delicious ■ 24 HRS 
dinner specials for many v 1 

years and we are proud to 
include our famous salad bar with 

the wide selection we offer:
Roast Turkey •  Liver and Onions •  

Prime Rib •  Broasted Chicken Dinner 
Chicken Fried Steak.
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